
Colorado College  

Diversity and Equity Advisory Board  

November 3rd 2017  

1:30 – 3:00pm in Tutt 108/109  

 

Members present: Naomi Clark, Andreea Marinescu, Amariani Alamillo, Megan Rhodes, Paul Buckley, Jan 

Edwards, Shelley Harper, Barbara Wilson, Karen Roybal 

 

Agenda Block 3 

 

I. Website improvements – updates and assignments 

a. Assignments and updates: 

i. Q+A: Karen and Amairani 

1. Update with drafted questions: 

a. How did DEAB get formed? 

b. What departments do we collaborate with? 

c. How can people be more involved with DEAB? 

d. Do DEAB members receive training? 

e. Do we meet with peer institutions to discuss diversity and equity? 

ii. What’s on our plate?: Naomi and Andreea 

iii. General layout: Madelene, Shelley, Naomi 

iv. “Links” overview: Barbara and Bethany 

1. Update: Team has identified office websites that could potentially link to DEAB, but 

have not yet reached out to those offices. The recommended offices are: 

a. Title IX and Colorado College: Know Your Rights 

b. Accessibility Resources 

c. ADA/504 Coordinator 

d. Human Resources 

e. Dean of the College 

f. Office of the President 

g. The Colorado College Plan: Building on the Block (The Strategic Plan) 

b. To increase staff/faculty familiarity with DEAB, Megan suggested a “have lunch with DEAB” 

similar to an activity hosted by Staff Council. Megan will coordinate this. 

c. Action item: Meet with your team before the Block 4 meeting (December 8th); give a brief report on 

progress.  

d. Madelene attended a SiteImprove tutorial on 11/7 and will be able to provide some analytics. 

II. Review the “diversity commitment” statement from the Board of Trustees site. 

a. DEAB members reviewed the diversity commitment found on CC’s Diversity page (and also 

accessible through the Board of Trustees site). 

b. Members discussed the reality of improving campus equity through changes in wording of the policy 

versus implementation and application. 

c. Members discussed the accuracy/intention of a particular comma in the diversity statement. 

Specifically, the comma following “inclusive” in the second bulleted goal of the document. It was 

suggested that the comma either a) be removed, or b) be replaced with “also” to emphasize the 

distinct ideas represented. 

d. Dr. Buckley suggested reviewing the document with the following question in mind: “Are there 

philosophical gaps not covered by this statement?” When editing with that in mind, we ensure that 

the statement is able to be applied broadly and consistently. Dr. Buckley also mentioned that the 

statement has been criticized (by some alumni, specifically) for not addressing issues such as 

“justice” and “anti-racism”. 

e. Members discussed the potential merit of shifting “goal” language into more concrete, “action-

oriented” language. 



f. Megan mentioned a concern about some faculty concerns regarding international students 

(particularly Chinese students) in the classroom. The specific concerns involved will be discussed 

with the President. 

g. *To edit the diversity commitment, click here and edit before our Block 5 meeting. 

h. After reviewing the equal opportunity statements on various websites and publications (HR vs. 

Admission vs. Accessibility Resources), the group saw discrepancies between language used in 

statements.  

i. Jane (Communications) will be contacted to help figure out these discrepancies. 

 

III. Data sharing and collection 

a. What data exists on campus? Review from Barbara Wilson on HR staff data. 

1) Barbara and Lisa provided data showing demographics of applicant pools from both internal and 

external candidates. 

a. This data helps to inform recruitment strategies by shedding light on where qualified 

candidates are coming from and allowing us to potentially change recruitment sources.  

b. Lisa suggested that hiring heads may be able to see their own figures to inform their 

hiring process. This would keep other department’s data private. 

2) DEAB members and Lisa discussed the breakdown of search committees and how more and 

more, committees are made of people from the hiring office/department rather than a cross-

section of the college, which they were originally intended to be. Lisa is preparing a strategy to 

address this. 

3) Shelley suggested the possibility of having a “DEAB” section in “Digital CC” for relevant data 

consolidation. 

4) Broad conversation was had about DEAB’s role with data. In general, there was consensus that 

once we have data, DEAB can help provide insight for what is done with it and who might 

benefit from seeing it (and for what purpose). 

b. Decide on what we want to know, based on available data. 

IV. Review draft faculty and staff on-campus interview document from Paul Schilli. 

a. Time ran out before getting to this agenda item. 

V. Calendar for upcoming meetings  

a.  Time ran out before getting to this agenda item, however, a general calendar will be sent to 

members based on prior conversations about action items and board charges. 

VI.  Announcements 

a. None 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rtgVsVPn5aYJLoF2AcGPDqB62Etu75omcAr99QV5_c0/edit?usp=sharing

